
ASCs lacking effective management 
or those being mismanaged often 
cannot financially sustain them-

selves and, in some cases, are forced to close. 
To prevent that from happening at your ASC, 
you should regularly evaluate your ASC to 
ensure that it is being adequately managed. 
However, assessing the health of your ASC 
is not always easy. To help, here are some 
warning signs that ASC experts say may sig-
nal that you have management problems so 
that you can fix them before they become 
insurmountable. 

1. No Monthly Profit Distribution
Evaluating monthly profits paid out to your 
investors after your costs are covered is one 
way to evaluate your ASC’s financial health. 
If you are not distributing monthly profits 
to your investors, then something may be 
grossly wrong with your ASC’s finances and 
management, says ASC consultant Brent 
Lambert. Your problems can lie in many of 
the below mentioned areas: high staffing and 
supply costs, mismanaged receivable and 
payable cycles, and annual losses in revenue 
and case load.

2. Staffing Costs Greater than 
Twenty Percent of Revenue
If your staffing costs are more than twenty 
percent of your total revenue, your staff-
ing costs are not being managed properly. 
“A higher than twenty percent number is a 
warning sign that your ASC is not operating 
efficiently,” Lambert explains. High staffing 
costs may be the result of: paying for unnec-
essary overtime hours, improper schedul-
ing, or having costly gaps in your operating 
schedule. A well managed ASC will ensure 
that the ASC is utilizing staff effectively and 

scheduling space and surgeons properly, 
adds ASC consultant Caryl A. Serbin.

3. Supply Costs Greater than 
Twenty Percent of Revenue
If your supply costs are greater than twenty 
percent of your revenue, your supply costs 
are likely being mismanaged and you are 
spending too much on them, says Lambert. 
High supply costs could be due to a num-
ber of management factors including: not 
taking advantage of group purchasing orga-
nizations, negotiating poor contracts with 
vendors, and/or not regularly costing your 
surgeons cases, he says. Higher costs can 
also be due to an ASC’s failure to standardize 
its supplies and implants resulting in higher 
inventory and higher costs per case, says 
Serbin. A well managed ASC will appropri-
ately contain its supply costs.

4. Accounts Receivable Over 
Forty Five Days
Accounts receivable that are over forty days 
due should be a red light that your accounts 
receivable are not being properly managed 
and are hurting your bottom line, says Lam-
bert. A well managed ASC will reduce the 
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Statistics. 

Healthcare Appraisers (Contact 
Todd Mello 561-330-3488) just 
released its 4th ASC Annual Valu-

ation Survey. This is titled “How Do the 
ASC Companies Assess Value.” Todd Mello 
of Healthcare Appraisers will discuss the 
study at our June ASC Conference. Here are 
seven of the most interesting statistics (also 
visit www.HealthcareAppraisers.com):

Specialty Hospitals. 
A potential definition of a surgical hospi-
tal appears to be being utilized by CMS. 

Favorite  
specialties

Orthopedics, 
ophthalmology, 
GI, ENT, pain 
management  
and podiatry

Preferred 
number of 
physician owners

11 to 20

Preferred 
ownership 
percentage

Less than 10% (1) 
11% to 29% (4) 
30 to 51% (7) 
More than 51% (3)

Typical manage-
ment fee charge

5% to 5.9%

Multiple paid for 
transactions

5 to 5.9x7%  
of transactions 
6 to 6.9x79%  
of transactions 
7 or higher 
14% of transactions

Premiums paid in 
CON states

92% say yes

Does out 
of network 
business detract 
from value

64% say yes

Survey by Healthcare 
Appraisers

SEE PAGE 3 FOR INFORMATION ON 2006 CONFERENCES.

continued on page 4

continued on page 3
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This is shaping up to be an exciting 
year for ambulatory surgical cen-
ters. Several different things seem 

to be occurring at nearly the same time. 
These include:

1. Payor ASC Tensions. The tensions be-
tween payors and surgery centers are be-
coming more intense. Providers and surgery 
centers are increasingly looking at opportu-
nities to serve payors out of network. At 
the same time, payors are using new tools 
to fight providers that are trying to serve 
patients out of network.

2. Higher Fees in Some Markets. In 
several markets, payors seem to be pay-
ing surgery centers higher fees. In some 
situations, this seems to be due to payors 
becoming increasingly irritated with high 
prices from hospitals and hospital out pa-
tient departments.

3. Out of Network. Certain national chains 
seem to be increasingly trying to reduce their 
reliance on out of network patient business.

4. Changes in Flux. An interesting paradox, 
certain national chains are being funded by 
private equity venture capital. At the same 
time, certain other chains seem to be folding 
up their tents and attempting to cash out.

5. Turn Around Efforts. There are increased 
efforts being made to resuscitate individual 
ambulatory surgical centers. Increasingly, the 
growth in the ASC business appears to be 
coming from such centers as opposed to de 
novo start up centers.

6. Hospital Systems as Buyers. Several hos-
pital systems, including individual hospitals 
as well as chains, are increasing developing 
ASC joint venture strategies.

7. Purchase and Sale Transactions: There 
are currently more purchase and sale trans-
actions related to surgery centers and small 
hospitals than we have seen in years. Further, 
the pricing of such transaction seems to be 
at higher levels than we have seen in some 
time. The amount of sale transactions seems 
to be driven in part by on one hand, the un-

certainty of physician owners as to the contin-
ued strength and upside of their ambulatory 
surgical centers, and on the other hand, sub-
stantial and sustained growing public market 
interest in ambulatory surgical center and 
hospital investments. In short, physicians are 
looking for the opportunity to take a part of 
their investment capital off the table. At the 
same time, there are an increasing number of 
companies that are actively bidding to help 
them to do just that. Further, increasingly, lo-
cal hospitals are active and substantial bid-
ders for the ambulatory surgical centers.

8. Statistics. This purchase and sale activ-
ity comes in the wake of a nearly 40% in-
crease in the number of ambulatory surgical 
centers over the last four to five years. For 
a number of interesting statistics related to 
ambulatory surgical centers, including such 
items as compensation for medical directors, 
administrators, anesthesiologists, directors of 
nursing, and statistics by center, please see 
the FASA survey relative to ASCs. FASA can 
be reached at 703-836-8808. This is truly a 

Letter from the Editor
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fascinating study in terms of information 
that is both useful and can lead to terrific 
arguments amongst different parties. Please 
also read the March ASC Review.

9. Giant Buys Behemoth. United Surgical 
Partners (“USPI”) recently announced the 
acquisition of Surgis. USPI is one of the na-
tions leading ASC companies with nearly 
100 ASCs. Surgis, while privately owned, 
operates approximately 24 ASCs.

10. Website Update. We have also updated 
our website at www.beckersasc.com. Given 
the cost of the significant update, I am not 
sure if it is as quite as “improved” as I hoped 
for. In any event, I would greatly appreciate 
your feedback on the website. Please email 
me at sbecker@mcguirewoods.com to 
provide it. 

11. ASC Review. Finally, in the last ASC 
Review, we thanked the sponsors and ad-
vertisers for the ASC Review for this year. 
Since that issue was released, we have add-
ed American Medical Buildings, call Jack 
Amormino at 414-291-4430 and Z-Chart call 
Tom Felstad, M.D. at 860-924-2787, as well 
as Surgical Specialty Centre, visit www.ss-
cbr.com. In addition, MarCap has raised its 
sponsorship of the ASC Review to the Gold 
Level. Thank you!

We have tried to cover in this issue several 
interesting issues. In addition to publishing 
a number of statistics, the issue discusses 
rules for developing imaging ventures, pro-
vides a question and answer section and 
several other industry notes. ■

Should you have questions you would like 
answered in the ASC Review, please contact 
me either by telephone at 312-750-6016 or 
by email at sbecker@mcguirewoods.com. 
Please also visit www.BeckersASC.com. 

We hope you enjoy this issue!

Very truly yours,
Scott Becker

The ASC Review is published 6 times per 
year. It is distributed to approximately 12,000 
persons per issue with distribution of 20,000 
issues for each the May–June issue and the 
September–October issue. For information 
regarding advertising or subscribing, please 
contact Ken or Michelle Freeland at 858-565-
9921 or by email at ken@pcmisandiego.com and 
michelle@pcmisandiego.com.

There, CMS seems to assess a specialty sur-
gical hospital as one in which more than 
45% of the inpatient cases are orthopedic, 
cardiac or surgical care. Here, the definition 
appears somewhat preliminary and remains 

subject to change. It has particular input as 
to both (1) the new extension on the sus-
pension of certification of new specialty 
hospitals, and (2) the new rules which may 
be imposed on specialty hospitals. ■

Survey by Healthcare Appraisers continued from page 1
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� MFEDS is the best value system

� Reduces operating costs

� Customized to fit your facility’s needs

� Supports remote MD access to information

� Manages operational and financial needs

� Responsive and comprehensive service support
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SAVE THESE DATES FOR  
2006 CONFERENCES—

June 22–24, 2006 
Chicago Illinois 

The 4th Annual Ambulatory Surgery Centers Orthopedics, Neurosurgery and Pain 
Management Driven ASC Conference.

October 26–28, 2006 
Chicago Illinois 

The 13th Annual Ambulatory Surgery Centers Business and Legal Issues Confer-
ence—Improving, Establishing and Joint Venturing ASCs. 

For information, please contact Scott Becker at 312-750-6016, 
sbecker@mcguirewoods.com; or Ken Freeland at 858-565-9921, 
ken@pcmisandiego.com.
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accounts receivables days by ensuring 
that: bills are rendered on the day of 
service; collections start fifteen days 
after the first bill is issued; when pos-
sible, bills are remitted electronically; 
and patients pay their co-pays and/or 
deductibles at the center on the day 
of surgery. ASC consultant Joe Zasa 
would allow forty five days for the 
receivables and says that a well man-
aged ASC would bill claims within 
two days of the surgery date. Serbin 
adds that an ASC should ensure that 
its billing staff follows up on denials 
in a timely fashion to prevent further 
delays to its receivables. 

5. Accounts Payable Over 
Thirty Days Due
Accounts payable that are over thirty 
days due can indicate several condi-
tions—that your ASC does not have 
enough cash flow to pay the bills, 
staff is being careless or even in some 

cases, staff is stealing from you--all of 
which can be a clear sign of misman-
agement, says Lambert. A well man-
aged ASC will ensure that the bills are 
paid timely and that cash is available 
to pay the bills. Rather than simply re-
lying on the financials for an accurate 
portrayal of accounts payable, a well 
managed ASC will also guard against 
theft by randomly contacting vendors 
on a monthly basis to ensure they 
are receiving timely payment. “If an 
administrator or another incentivized 
employee is attempting to defer pay-
ment in order to pad their own pocket, 
he or she simply may not list the de-
ferred accounts payable on the finan-
cials,” Lambert explains. 

6. Less Than Ten Percent 
Annual Gain in Revenue and 
Profits
A sure sign that your ASC is being mis-
managed is if your financial records 

Nine Warning Signs That Your ASC Needs a Management Makeover 
continued from page 1

Tol l  Free (877)  442-3687 |  www.endocenters.com 

WE GET IT DONE . . . DONE RIGHT! 

� PHYSICIAN OWNERSHIP UP TO 90% OF THE FACILITY 

� UNIQUE FINANCIAL LENDING TO MIMIMIZE RISKS 

� SUPERIOR CLINICAL AND FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE 

� STRONG HOSPITAL JOINT VENTURE TRACK RECORD 

UNPARALLELED SERVICES 

Development Services: turnkey, quick and cost effective 
Ongoing Management*: superior performance at a low cost 
Billing Services*: maximize your collections and profits 
*(can be purchased separately) 

Voted Who’s Who in the  
Ambulatory  Surgery Center  

Industry for 2005! 
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post less than a ten percent annual gain in 
revenue and profits. A well managed ASC 
will ensure this annual gain by continually 
improving the efficiency of their operating 
model, improving reimbursement and payor 
contracts, and increasing the number of pa-
tients and cases that come to the ASC annual-
ly. “Nine out of ten ASCs have inadequate fee 
schedules and get paid less than they should. 
An ASC that manages its contracts and reim-
bursements well is the one out of the ten that 
gets it right,” Serbin says. For example, a well 
managed ASC will know its costs, negotiate 
hard for their reimbursement goals, demand 
carve-outs for implants, prosthetics and high-
ticket procedures and, if necessary, walk away 
from unprofitable contracts, she adds.

7. No Steady Annual Growth in 
Cases
If your case numbers remain flat from year to 
year, your case load is likely not being man-
aged properly. “A center should see a steady 
annual growth of about fifteen percent in the 
number of cases at the ASC,” says Lambert. 
Generally, a well managed ASC will continu-
ally recruit new surgeons—who in turn bring 
in more cases and types of cases—to keep the 
ASC viable, says Zasa.

8. Patient and Staff Complaints
Complaints by patients or staff can be addi-
tional red lights that your ASC is being mis-
managed. An unhappy staff can lead to slop-
py work, missed days, and general operating 
inefficiencies, says Serbin. A well managed 
ASC will ensure staff is responded to prompt-
ly and receiving adequate direction, training 
and support, she adds. Patient satisfaction 
will result from a happy, well-managed staff.

9. No Compliance Plan
Lacking a compliance plan can be a sure 
sign that an ASC is misdirected and not well 
managed, says Zasa. A compliance plan 
that includes regular coding audits, per-
formance improvement markers, in-house 
compliance checks, legal check-ups, and 
other safeguards, is vital to keep an ASC in 
regulatory and operational compliance, he 
adds. A well managed ASC will make sure 
to have a regularly updated compliance 
plan and follow it.

[SOURCES]
Brent W. Lambert, M.D., F.A.C.S.: Ambula-
tory Surgical Centers of America, 124 Wash-

ington Street, Suite 4, Norwell, MA 02061; 
(781) 258-1533; blambert@ascoa.com. 

Caryl A. Serbin, R.N., B.S.N., L.H.R.M.: 
President and Founder, Surgery Consul-
tants of America, Inc. and Surgery Center 
Billing, LLC., 13740 Cypress Terrace Cir-

cle, Fort Myers, FL 33907; (888) 453-1144; 
cas@surgecon.com.

Joe Zasa, Esq.: Partner, Woodrum Ambula-
tory Systems Development, 7326 Wentwood 
Drive, Dallas, TX 75225; (214) 369-2996 
joezasa@woodrumasd.com. ■

Want a way to increase profits and reduce 
stress in today’s surgery center?
zCHART EMR is a true electronic medical 
record, not just a scan and store system 
like the others, and interfaces with your 
current billing and scheduling system. 
It will eliminate the time spent creating 
and handling paper charts, and save you 
thousands of dollars on staffing costs, 
office materials, copying, printing and 
records storage. Talk to us today about a 
free, live, interactive webinar and 
consultation.

www.zchart.com

“zChart has been a great 
move for us. We’ve projected 
savings of $85,000 on 2200 
cases per year.” T. Bailey, M.D.

zChart, The leading wireless, 
paperless, electronic medical 
records solution designed 
exclusively for surgery centers.

866 ZCHARTS  [866.924.2787]

Do A Quick Management Check-Up  
on Your ASC
Here is a table that you can use to quickly evaluate whether your ASC needs a 
management makeover. Six different criteria are listed with a corresponding perfor-
mance metric for each one.

Criteria Performance Metric

Staffing Costs less than 20% of revenue

Supply Costs less than 20% of revenue

Accounts Receivable less than 45 days

Accounts Payable less than 30 days

Profitability about a 10% annual increase

Case Load Growth about a 10–15% annual increase
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1. Our group is considering a joint venture 
with the local hospital to develop our ASC. 
What are some of the legal considerations 
and guidelines we should be aware of in 
developing the documents for our business 
relationship together? 

A: A hospital generally has two or three key 
concerns in developing a joint venture. First, 
they must have sufficient control of the joint 
venture to help assure that the venture does 
not negatively impact its tax exempt status 
or the ability to treat the income it derives 
as exempt income. This generally means that 
they need to have a certain amount of own-
ership, and a certain amount of control. Fur-
ther, the efforts of the venture must include 
serving charitable purposes, such as provid-
ing services to indigent, Medicare and Med-
icaid patients. Second, the hospital generally 
desires to assure that the venture will comply 
with the Medicare and Medicaid Fraud and 
Abuse Statute and safe harbors. Third, if the 
development of the joint venture reflects 

the transfer of the hospital’s business to the 
venture, the hospital may feel compelled to 
do legal concerns to treat the venture as a 
transaction in which it should get paid for its 
current business. 

2. Does the hospital really have to control 
51% of the equity in a joint venture?

A: Generally, the hospital can be shown to 
be serving charitable and community pur-
poses even it has less than 51% ownership. 
Here, the key point is that the hospital one 
way or another needs to have sufficient con-
trol such as special rights to help assure that 
it can force the venture to serve charitable 
purposes. This can include language in the 
documents that speaks to the venture serv-
ing charitable purposes as well as a unilateral 
right or board control to help assure the hos-
pital that it has the power to force the venture 
to serve charitable purposes. 

3. The primary care physicians in our town 
are owned by the hospital. We want to devel-

op our own ASC, but the hospital may try to 
influence the PCPs and reduce the referrals to 
our practice. Can the hospital really do this? 

A: Often, where a hospital really does own 
the primary care physicians, it has a great 
deal of latitude to influence and legally di-
rect business. There are several aspects of 
this type of relationship that may be sub-
ject to legal challenge. However, the hospi-
tal does have a certain level of autonomy in 
this regard. 

4. We understand the moratorium for spe-
cialty surgical hospitals remains in effect. Do 
you see similar legislation being enacted lim-
iting physician ownership overall?

A: We do not expect to see similar legis-
lation that would relate to the ownership 
by physicians of surgery centers or endos-
copy centers. 

5. We understand there are regulatory 
situations limiting how we can handle an 

Question and Answer

SUCCESS
With the right financing partner you can have it all.

www.citicapital.com

Don’t just manage your business. Manage to enjoy it.

State-of-the-art facility. Latest technology. Strong cash flow. At CitiCapitalsm we offer solutions

that will help you finance the start-up or expansion of your outpatient center or hospital: 

• equipment leases and loans • working capital lines of credit • loans for leasehold

improvements • refinancing of existing loans • real estate loans • acquisition loans 

We also offer flexible terms and conditions. 100% financing of equipment. No payments until

your center opens. And did we mention that you can count on us to get the deal done?

Contact us at 800-762-7453  ext. 5569
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unproductive physician in our ASC, but 
recently we’ve heard of a technique called 
the “squeeze merger.” Do you believe this 
mechanism is an effective way to get rid 
of dead wood?

A: In a lot of ways we believe that this is 
an inappropriate question. The general rule, 
under the Medicare and Medicaid Fraud 
and Abuse Statute is that you cannot force 
a member to perform cases as a means of 
retaining ownership. You can, of course, re-
quire physicians to comply with the ambula-
tory surgical centers safe harbors. That stat-
ed, when people start to use the concept of a 
squeeze out merger to get rid of dead wood, 
it strikes me as intended to force people out 
for not performing cases. While it may be 
able to be accomplished, it brings with it sig-
nificant legal risk as to both a lawsuit from 
the investor being squeezed out as well as 
from a governmental perspective if they view 
it as an improper action under the Medicare/
Medicaid Anti-Kickback Statute. ■
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A qui tam suit is pending relative to 
Medtronic. There the claims ap-
pear to relate to payments and oth-

er perks provided to orthopedic physicians 
who can or do use Medtronic products. The 

suit was filed on behalf of the United States 
by a former employee of Medtronic.

Any physician who has accepted payments 
or gifts of any sort from a manufacturer 

Medtronic Qui Tam Suit
whose products he or she uses or from a 
provider he refers to should have counsel 
review such arrangements. A few of the 
questions he or she should ask include:

1.  Is he or she really providing real ser-
vices to the company?

2.  Is the payment fair market value from 
an “hourly” perspective?

3.  Are the tasks bona fide and needed 
tasks?

4.  Does the company solely target highly 
productive physicians? ■

ASC Publications 
Worth Reading
Outpatient Surgery Magazine

FASA Update

AAASC Monitor

Today’s SurgiCenters
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For more than 30 years, MarCap 
Corporation has provided creative, 
fl exible fi nancing for healthcare clients. 
It’s all we do. So next time you’re 
developing an ambulatory surgery center, 
work with a specialist. Call on MarCap.

fi nancing for the health 
of your business

Call us at 800.621.1677 or 
visit www.marcapcorp.com

For Financing, 
See a Specialist

Practices and companies 
increasingly examine block and 
per click ventures as a means 
to add imaging services.
This article outlines a few of the core con-
siderations to consider when entering into 
block leasing arrangements. 

1. Any practice interested in a block lease 
should commit, at a minimum, to a two to 
three hour block of time. The longer the 
block of time, the more likely the arrange-
ment will be perceived as a legitimate ar-
rangement and one that is not intended to 
induce referrals from the practice to venture 
partners or vice versa. The longer period 
also helps better show the practice as a real 
provider of the services.

2. The venture should establish that block 
leasing is a part of the overall business plan. 
The purpose and intent of the venture should 
be articulated in the governing documents 
of the venture and in other discussions. 

3. The venture should consider obtaining a 
valuation to assure that the lease rates are 
consistent with fair market value. In addi-
tion to the set monthly rate, the aggregate 
lease rate should be set in advance.

4. The venture should offer the opportu-
nity to enter into a block lease on an equal 
basis to all physicians. In other words, 
the opportunity to enter into block leases 
should not be offered solely to high vol-
ume physicians.

5. The term of the block leases should be for 
at least one year.

6. Each block lease should contemplate pro-
viding services to a wide range of patients.

7. Each Practice should maintain its office 
in the same building in which the imaging 
equipment is located. This is necessary in 
order to meet the requirements of the ap-
plicable Stark Act exception. The practice 
must also assure that it meets the definition 

of group as well as the Stark Act, billing, lo-
cation and supervision tests.

8. Each practice should ensure that at least 
one of their physicians is appropriately 
trained in imaging services such that they 
can legitimately demonstrate that they are 
capable of, and actually are, supervising the 
personnel actually providing the service. Su-
pervision is necessary in order to meet the 
requirements of the applicable Stark Act ex-
ception.

9. Each venture should fully review state 
law requirements regarding the provision of 
imaging services. Some states are more or 
less stringent than the Medicare program.

10. A practice should fully consult with legal 
counsel.

Should you have any questions regarding 
the above guidance, please contact Scott 
Becker at (312)750-6016 or Elissa Koch at 
(312) 750-5756. ■

Ten Core Concepts to Consider—Rules for Block Leasing of MRI 
and Imaging Services 
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Tom Yerden returns to ASC Consulting. We 
welcome back Tom Yerden to the ASC in-
dustry. Tom has formed TRY Ventures to 
provide short term consulting to ASCs, hos-
pitals and physicians. He can be reached at 
TYerden@aol.com, 208-865-2400 or at 208-
303-0173. 

We congratulate Prescient Healthcare. Pre-
scient has now reached implementation 
of its system in more than 100 locations. 
For a software company, this is both criti-
cal and terrific. Prescient can be reached 
through Al Samaras at 800-246-0875, or 
asamaras@prescienthealthcare.com.

NovaMed, a fast growing and well man-
aged publicly traded ASC company, has 
appointed Thomas Hall as Chief Executive 
Officer. Tom has a terrific reputation and is 
a very likable leader. 

A quote I recently enjoyed from a book 
by Joel Greenblatt, “Choosing individual 
stocks without any idea of what you’re 
looking for is like running through a dy-

namic factory with a burning match. You 
may live, but you’re still an idiot.”

Three Business Books Worth 
Reading
1. Improving Profitability by Ram Charan (4)
2. The Number by Lee Eisenberg (2.75)
3. Are you Ready to Succeed?—Unconven-
tional Strategies for Achieving Personal 
Mastery in Business and in Life by Sriku-
man S. Rao (4) ■

News and Notes Modern Healthcare—
By the Numbers

Advanced Practice—
Short Stay Hospitals
Ellen Swan of Advanced Practice has intro-
duced a new service. Here, their company 
audits the bills of small hospitals to help 
assure the hospital is properly billing for all 
services and to review billing appropriate-
ness. This service can help improve both 
profits and compliance. Ellen can be reached 
at Swan.Ellen2@e-advancedpractice.com ■
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Modern Healthcare annually pub-
lishes an issue entitled “By the 
Numbers”. The issue is full of in-

teresting statistics. Here are a selected few:

Medicare pays 17% of all health care costs.

Hospital Care reflects 31% of Medicare 
expenditures.

Physician services represent 22% of Medi-
care expenditures.

Upgrades vs. downgrades of hospitals by 
bond rating agencies during 2005 was much 
better than 2004 or 2003.

Hospitals posted record profits in 2004 and 
likely 2005, 26.3 billion dollars in 2004.

30% of all hospitals have 200 or more 
beds.

40% have less than 99 beds.

Approximately 833 of nearly 5,000 hospi-
tals are for profit.
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Selling an ASC or Small Hospital—Seventeen 
Questions to Consider
1.  What are the expected benefits to the 

Seller?

2.  Does the ASC ownership represent too 
much of the owners net worth?

3.  Does the ASC need management 
help?

4.  Does the ASC want to sell a majority 
or minority interest in the ASC?

5.  What are the biggest risks the ASC 
faces?

6.  Will a great deal of the owners sup-
port a sale?

7.  How will a buyer work with the staff 
and the key employees after the sale?

8.  What do other centers say about the 
Buyer?

9.  What price will a buyer pay? Is it a fair 
price? How much will be sold?

10.  Should the local hospitals be ap-
proached?

11.  Is the buyer easy to work with?

12.  What will the voting rules and re-
demption rules be after the transac-
tion?

13.  What is the fee for management ser-
vices? What is covered by the servic-
es? Is there a fee? Is the management 
agreement forever?

14.  How many ASCs does the buyer 
manage?

15.  What will the non compete covenant 
restrict? Will the buyer be bound by 
the non compete also?

16.  Can the buyer ever be bought out?

17.  How can a seller later withdraw from 
the venture? At what price? ■

2004 saw the most inpatient surgeries per-
formed in the last decade, except for 2002.

The largest healthcare investment bank in 
2005 was CitiGroup. CITs healthcare invest-
ment banking practice is growing as well.

Venture capital investing in healthcare is sub-
stantially lower than in 1999-2001. 1.4 billion 
dollars in 1999, 416 million dollars in 2004.

Medicare Spending

38% Hospital Inpatient

6% Hospital Outpatient

18% physicians

Anesthesia average compensation ranges by 
study from $232,000 to $353,000.

Orthopedics is the 9th largest physician spe-
cialty—23,796 total orthopedic physicians

Largest For Profit Hospital Systems by num-
ber of hospitals

HCA  187
Tenet 94
Community Health Systems 71
Universal Health Services 66 ■
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The FASA Survey provides extremely 
interesting information for ASCs. It 
can be a great help and lead to ter-

rific arguments. Becker’s ASC Review rec-
ommends that every ASC join FASA. Visit 
www.fasa.org. Call 703-836-8808.

A few examples include:

Salary for Administrators:

Median Mean
$82,000 $85, 773

High Low
$275,000 $10,159

Salary for Medical Director:

Median Mean
$25,000 $45,000

High Low
$468,750 $500

53% of ASCs do not pay any Medical Di-
rector salaries.

An average Medical Director spends 18.2% 
of his or her time as a Medical Director.

Salary for Director of Nursing

Median Mean
$67,374 $65,853

37% of ASCs have opened in the last 5 
years

23% of ASCs perform less than 1,000 cases

ASCs may dislike HMO patients but they 
seem not to mind using them for their 
employees. ■

FASA Publishes ASC Employee Base Salary 
and Benefits Survey

We are in the process of seek-
ing buyers/partners for two 
small hospitals, each with 

EBITDA of $5 million–$6 million a year. 
If you or your company has an interest, 
please contact me at 312-750-6016 or 
sbecker@mcguirewoods.com.

McGuireWoods, LLP recently had the privi-
lege of helping to complete the sale of three 
surgical centers. These included an ASCOA 
surgical center in Texas (contact Brent Lam-
bert 781-758-1533 or Luke Lambert 781-659-
0422) (the buyer was NovaMed contact Bill 
Kennedy at 312-664-4100); and an acquisi-
tion in Nevada by Regent Surgical Health 
(call Tom Mallon at 708-686-1522). We also 
helped to sign up the sale of a surgery cen-
ter in Kansas by Woodrum/ASD (contact 
Joe Zasa at 214-912-9502). There, Symbion 
(contact Mike Weaver 615-234-7912) was 
the principal buyer. ■

Purchase and Sale 
Transactions
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By Scott Becker and Alison Vratil Mikula

A limited liability company operating agreement for an 
ambulatory surgery center (ASC) is usually a long 
and detailed document. The most important elements 

of such an agreement, however, are typically found in only a 
handful of the key provisions. This article provides a brief over-
view of the issues those provisions should address. An oper-
ating agreement or a partnership agreement which addresses 
these issues well should provide a strong framework for the 
structure and governance. 

1. Eligibility for Membership; Types of Members. The operating 
agreement should specify the investors or types of investors 
that will be permitted to invest in the company, whether the 
company will issue a single class of units or multiple classes, 
and who will be permitted to acquire each of the various class-
es of units. For example, operating agreements often establish 
separate membership categories for physician investors and 
non-physician investors. It is typical to require physician mem-
bers to satisfy certain conditions not applicable to hospitals and 
other non-physician investors. The operating agreement may 
also set forth requirements for physician investors’ continued 
ownership, including compliance with the ASC Anti-kickback 
safe harbor, maintenance of medical staff privileges, and other 
requirements related to the practice of medicine and compli-
ance with fraud and abuse laws. A sample provision setting 
forth these requirements follows.

Membership. No Person shall be eligible to become 
a Class A Member (or remain a Class A Member, as 
applicable) unless the following eligibility require-
ments are satisfied: (1) such Class A Member shall be 
a physician, licensed and registered, in good standing, 
to practice medicine in the State where the Center is 
located; (2) such Class A Member abides by the Safe 
Harbor Requirements of this Section; (3) such Class A 
Member shall maintain an active practice of medicine 
in the greater [city of Center] metropolitan area and, 
if permitted by the Stark Act and the Safe Harbor Re-
quirements to refer patients to the Center for services, 
shall be able to perform surgical services at the Cen-
ter (such physician shall maintain active privileges at 
the Center and privileges at least one hospital within 
thirty (30) miles of the Center); and (4) under appli-
cable law, such Class A Member’s ownership shall not 
disqualify (and, without further action, would not dis-
qualify) the Company or the Center from engaging in 
operations as a Medicare certified ambulatory surgical 
center for any reason or from having such physician 
perform cases at the Center. A physician who meets 
such requirements may be referred to herein as an 
“Eligible Physician.” The requirements of this Section 
shall not apply to the Class B Member(s).

Essential Elements of an 
Operating Agreement

To be continued in May/June Issue.
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means everything.
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